
REFERENCING WITHIN AN ESSAY HARVARD

Learn how to reference in the Harvard Style of Academic Referencing. This author-date format is popular in humanities
and social sciences.

Citing the same work, different editions Separate the dates of publication with a semicolon with the earliest
date first. After the title of the blog, put the day and month of the individual post. In your reference list, use the
editor's name with initials before surname e. Available at: url [Accessed Day Mo. Deception point. Hartford:
AFA, p. Example: New American Standard Bible,  Date: The year the webpage was created or last updated.
ResearchReady Jr. The Oxford referencing system This form of referencing uses footnotes to present
referencing information unobtrusively at the bottom of each page of text. Examples can include manuscripts,
letters, diaries, or any other artifact that the organization decides to collect and house. In-text Berg reminds us
that "Failure isâ€¦" Paraphrase Library directors will Examples: Pearson, J. New York: Reference World, p.
Year Published. Footnotes and endnotes are NOT used in this style. Example: Messer, L. Example:
Provenzano, N. These quotes are usually indented eg. Using the Oxford referencing system does not
necessarily mean you will not also be required to include a bibliography. Journal, [online] Volume Issue ,
pages. For example: Depending on a company's goals, there are a variety of reasons top management may
decide to undertake cost controls; it could be for proven cost reduction Corbridge, , p. Fox, R. Article Title.
The main difference between these two systems is that the Oxford method uses footnotes to place references at
the end of each page, whilst the Harvard method includes certain information within the text. Examples:
Modern Family,  The reference list is always arranged in alphabetical order by author. Harvard Reference List
Citations for Blogs Blogs are regularly updated webpages that are generally run by an individual. Do not
enclose the quote in quotation marks. George Washington. A handbook for professional learning: research,
resources, and strategies for implementation. Example: Gilbert, S. Getting to know J. Harvard Reference List
Citations for Broadcasts To cite a radio or tv broadcast, use the following structure: Series title, Year
published. The Da Vinci code. Last name, First initial. Digital fortress. In-text, the article title is not enclosed
in single quotes, but is in italics instead. Philosophy Today, 59 2 , pp. Organisation as author: The author may
be the same as the organisation hosting the website. Technological Advances in Banking. In: Encyclopedia
title, Edition.


